2021 Mystery Block 6
FINISHED SIZE: 12” X 12”

SUPPLIES NEEDED:

14” x 14” Background Fabric
7” x 13” Dirty Snowman - snow
3¼” x 5¾” MD Grey Plaid - tree #1
5¼” x 6¼” MD Grey HB - tree #2
4” x 6¾” MD Grey HT - tree #3
1½” x 4¾” MD Brown HB - birds
5¾” x 5¾” MD Natural - snowman & snowball
2” x 2½” Union Plaid - pants
2¾” x 3½” Union Texture - coat
¾” x 1” MD Black - hair
1” x 1¼” MD Oatmeal - face
1¾” x 2½” MD Taupe HB - mittens & boots
2” x 2” Cement - shovel
½” x 4½” Silo - shovel handle
1¾” x 2” Silver Grey - snowman’s hat & rim

THREADS
#12-5
#12-122 or 0118
#12-122 or 0118
#12-122 or 0118
#12-1645 or 1644
#12-5
#12-0126 or 126 or 135
#12-0126
#12-5
#12-0178 or 178
#12-0196 or 196
#12-122 or 0118
#12-0126 or 126 or 135
#12-0126 or 126 or 135

NOTIONS NEEDED:
(not included in kit)
Valdani Perle cotton in the following
colors: #12-5, 122 or 0118, 1645 or
		 1644, 0126 or 126 or 135,
		 0178 or 178, 0196 or 196,
		 135, P6, P5, 1 and
		 #5-0575 or H202
Heat N Bond Feather Lite fusible web
#22 & #24 Chenille needle

DIRECTIONS:
Trace appliqué shapes onto fusible web.
Cut out just outside of drawn lines. Cut
out shapes as a group to save time
and fusible web. Iron fusible shapes to
correct wools. Cut out on drawn lines.
Using a light box, layout the stems and
the other wool shapes onto the 10” x
10½” background fabric. Iron, using lots
of steam and tiny little presses, always
keeping the iron moving.
Blanket stitch around wools with the
corresponding threads listed above. Stem
stitch snowman’s moouth with #12-1
stitch Colonial knots for eyes and buttons.
Outline of the snowman’s arms using
two strands of #12-5. Stem Stitch details
in the shovel and cross stitch over the
handle. Branches with #5-0575 or H202
and fly stitch pine needles. Satin stitch
snowman’s nose in #12-P6 and bird’s
beak in #12-P5. Stitch Colonial knots for
bird’s eyes with #12-1645 or 1644 and
boy’s eye with #12-0178 or 178. Trim
block 12½” x 12½”.
If you would like to order a kit for this block for $20, kit and printed pattern $25 and printed pattern only $5. We also
have thread kits available for $55. Please visit our website: www.primitivegatherings.us.

For inspiration and help check out

Stitch with Lisa Bongean’s YouTube Channel & facebook group
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